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https://50breakthroughs.org/

Cool Stuff



IFTF – First 5 Minutes 



First 5 Minutes Examples 



IFTF Ethical OS Toolkit 

https://ethicalos.org/



Ethics: Integration of Indigenous Principles 

Principles: Respect, Relationality, 

Relevance, Responsibility, Reciprocity 
Recognition of Unseen; Spirits of AI Machines; 

Data sovereignty for Seven Generations



What signals have you seen?



Signal: Social Activism / SJ + Brands 



Signal: Community-driven Solutions  



Signal: Wellness Culture for XYZ 



Signal: Embedded AI Inside Products 

Adobe Inc said on Monday that it has put a new set of artificial intelligence tools into its digital marketing 
software with the aim of helping companies sharpen their marketing campaigns.

Once known for applications like Photoshop, Adobe has become one of the biggest providers of software for 
running such campaigns, which businesses use to decide which of thousands of images and pieces of written to 
content to show to potential customers. Growth in its marketing software division has helped send shares up 
nearly 50% this year.



Signal: Social Policy & Social Contract 

In an effort to assist the city's struggling arts community in bouncing back from the pandemic, Mayor London Breed 
announced last week that she'd be rolling out a cash transfer program for artists.
Under the mayor's plan, 130 artists in the city will receive a $1,000 monthly cash stipend for a period of six months starting 
early next year. It's one of several arts-themed policies sourced from the city's Economic Recovery Task Force final 
report released last Thursday, which also includes funding for "artists to paint murals with a public health theme on 
boarded-up businesses and deploy performance artists to promote COVID-safe behaviors in high foot traffic areas."

https://sfmayor.org/article/san-francisco-economic-recovery-task-force-releases-final-report
https://www.onesanfrancisco.org/covid-19-recovery


Signal: Push for Private 5G Begins 

. For ‘physical industry’ read: the broad Industry 4.0 movement, effectively, plus a loosely-termed smart 

city landscape, capturing the public sector, transportation, and healthcare.

These incoming technologies — essentially, IoT sensing and AI sense-making tools, powered by edge and 

cloud infrastructure, and glued together by industrial-grade private 5G networks in most cases — will spark 

the “lion’s share” of ICT spending in physical industries, the study claims. Annual global ICT consumption 

is forecast to increase from $2.8 trillion in 2020 to $6 trillion by 2030.



Signal: Ethics + AI 



Signal: Place-based Health Strategies 



❑ Visioning & Planning 

❑ Transformation Management 

❑ Forecasts
(Trend Extrapolation)

❑ Scenarios 
(Alternative Assumptions)

❑ Horizon Scanning 

❑ Emerging Issues Analysis

Investigate Imagine Inspire 

Wendy Schultz/Garry Golden 

Identifying 
& Monitoring Change

Exploring Implications Communicating the 
Need for Change

Foresight 101: Scenario Thinking



Scenario Thinking – Uncertainty Matrix 

Uncertainty #1

(Low)

Uncertainty #1 

(High)

#1 (High)

#2 (High)

#1 (High)

#2 (Low)

Uncertainty #2  

(High)

#1 (Low)

#2 (High)

#1 (Low)

#2 (Low)

Uncertainty #2  

(Low)



Uncertainty Matrix: Transportation Sector 

Funding

(Low)

Funding 

(High)

Funding (High)

Autonomy (High)

Funding  (High)

Autonomy (Low)

Autonomy

(High)

Funding (Low)

Autonomy (High)

Funding (Low)

Autonomy (Low)

Autonomy

(Low)



Transportation Sector – Uncertainties

Risk-taking

(Low)

Risk-taking

(High)

Risk-taking (High)

System Integration (High)

Risk-taking  (High)

System Integration (Low)

System Integration

(High)

Risk-taking (Low)

System Integration (High)

Risk-taking (Low)

System Integration (Low)

System Integration 

(Low)



Scenario Thinking – Uncertainty Matrix 

Risk-taking

(Low)

Risk-taking

(High)

Risk-taking (High)

System Integration (High)

Risk-taking  (High)

System Integration (Low)

System Integration

(High)

Risk-taking (Low)

System Integration (High)

Risk-taking (Low)

System Integration (Low)

System Integration 

(Low)

Business-as-Usual Big Tech Takes Over!

Transportation Experimentation!Central Command!



Scenario: Central Command

❑ Federal & Regional Coordination 
‘Rebuild & Restore’ = Workforce Programs  

❑ Governments Coordinate WFH 
Keeping CBDs Alive; Workforce Flexibility

❑ Economic Development + Transit/Housing
Goodbye Tax Breaks, Hello Access Credits

❑ Risk-taking (Low)

❑ System Integration (High)

Central Command



Scenario: Central Command

Headlines from 2030s 

❑ Transportation Sector Job 

Growth Outpaces Healthcare

❑ Austin’s I-35 

Not Under Construction

❑Wealth Tax Replenishes 

Transit Budgets 
❑ Risk-taking (Low)

❑ System Integration (High)

Central Command



Scenario: Transportation Experimentation

Risk-taking

(Low)

Risk-taking

(High)

Risk-taking (High)

System Integration (High)

System Integration

(High)

System Integration 

(Low)

Business-as-Usual Big Tech Takes Over

Transportation Experimentation!Central Command!



Scenario: Transportation Experimentation

❑ Devolved but Coordinated
Crypto-incentivized Outcomes 

❑ Real Estate Collapse & Rebirth
Gov’t lets real estate sector collapse; 

creating new opportunities for community 

form factors

❑ Dollar Van Transit Networks 
Employer- & Community-led 

Van Transit Networks address access 
❑ Risk-taking (High)

❑ System Integration (High)

Transportation 

Experimentation 



Scenario: Transportation Experimentation

Headlines from 2030s 

❑ Oregon creates blockchain 

marketplace for mobility players

❑ California passes parking lot 

Tiny Home Bill 

❑ Phoenix Expands its   

Dollar Van Fleet to 10,000 pods ❑ Risk-taking (High)

❑ System Integration (High)

Transportation 

Experimentation 



Scenario: Central Command

Risk-taking

(Low)

Risk-taking

(High)

Risk-taking  (High)

System Integration (Low)

System Integration

(High)

System Integration 

(Low)

Business-as-Usual Big Tech Takes Over

Transportation Experimentation!Central Command!



Scenario: Big Tech Takes Over

❑ Gov’t Cedes Control 
Market design favors private sector  

❑ WFH Drives E-Commerce & Tech Stocks
Big Tech Stocks thrive in WFH Society;

Subsidized DOT road maintenance budget

❑ Big Tech as 

Community Operating Systems
Large swathes of economic activity 

controlled by Big Tech 
❑ Risk-taking (High)

❑ System Integration (Low)

Big Tech 

Takes Over!



Scenario: Big Tech Takes Over! 

Headlines from 2030s 

❑ Google lead engineering firm on 

AI-designed Highway Project

❑ Apple Signs Contract to Control 

Flow on Austin’s I-35

❑ Amazon Buys Reef, Expands 

Mobile Ghost Kitchen Pods 
❑ Risk-taking (High)

❑ System Integration (Low)

Big Tech 

Takes Over! 



3 Minutes: Possible Key Uncertainties 

Uncertainty #1

(Low)

Uncertainty #1 

(High)

#1 (High)

#2 (High)

#1 (High)

#2 (Low)

Uncertainty #2  

(High)

#1 (Low)

#2 (High)

#1 (Low)

#2 (Low)

Uncertainty #2  

(Low)



Turning Signals into Stories 

Trend Card Decks

Futures Wheel Four Futures 

Framework Forecast



Trend Card Decks



OCAD: The Thing from the Future 

Arc = Grow, 30 years from now
Terrain = Education
Object = Postcard
Mood = Excitement

Trend Cards (Scenario Cards) as Product



Long Game! Synthesize Signals into a Deck



Trend Card
Elements 

Title (Theme/Trend)

Image 

Overview: 
Data Points
Key Questions  

Set of Signals 
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Do It Yourself 
Trend Cards 

Trend Card Title 

Image

Overview 

Signal Examples

1.
2.
3.
4.  

Do it Yourself Trend Cards



Teams Develop ‘Shark Tank’ 
Pitches on Ideas that Respond 
to Scenario Conditions  

Discussion + Capture 
on Implications 
Of Converging Trends 

Teams Read 
Trend Cards 
(Signals with Context) 

Output: Generate Ideas that Solve Problems + Grow Business 

???

Activity: Trend Card Poker



Trend Cards Activity Steps:
Trend Cards are an effective way to provide quick inputs for creating 
loosely structured scenario platforms that can provide insights and 
inspiration. While typical scenario planning workshops can take hours or 
days to unfold, Trend Cards are a partially assembled tool that allows you 
to synthesize relevant drivers of change into short scenario platforms that 
challenge your thinking about the future.

1) Choose a set of Trend Cards that provides a broad set of STEEP 
category themes. You may wish to create your own card deck—or 
use pre-developed decks from companies such as IDEO or Arup or 
your own trend cards.   

2) Include a list of events that serve as source of discontinuity. Event 
cards provide the creative force that can bring scenario platforms to 
life.   

3) Determine a simple capture format for your scenario. You may ask 
your team to create a “Day in the Life” story based on the trends—or 
a mock-up magazine cover or blog post that might be found in 
society in 2020. 

4) When the scenario platform is created use a set of strategic 
questions to provoke thinking about how your current products or 
services might be threatened or allowed to thrive in this future 
scenario world. 

Sample Strategic Questions To Explore Your Stories:
Creating the stories is Step One. The real insights come from 
engaging your teammates in answering some challenging 
strategic questions. Here are a few to consider: 

❑ What other trends and possible events might support the 
future described in this scenario? Or make it make it less 
plausible? 

❑ What are the internal implications for our partners and 
business teams? 

❑ What might our clients do differently to thrive in this future? 
❑ How might we think differently about metrics and analytics in 

this scenario? 
❑ What does our company branding and communication 

strategy look like in this future? Internal Operations? 
❑ Where might the story go from here? Write a few extensions 

of this future.
❑ What are signals and milestones of trends and emerging issues 

that we can monitor?

Trend Card inspired scenario platforms are meant to be short stories of possible 
futures. They are less robust than traditional scenarios but can still be equally 
provocative in challenging how we see the future unfolding. 

Stories can be told in both words and images. Scenario platforms are not 
supposed to be predictions, or recommendations. They should favor open endings 
rather than happy endings. The reader should be left with more questions than 
answers. This is a story platform for exploring implications of converging trends 
and disruptive events.  Describe the world and let your colleagues build bridges to 
the implications for your products and services. 
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Turning Signals into Stories 

Four Futures 



? 2008 – 2014 

Four Futures Thinking

Continued 

Growth 

Disciplined

Constrained

Transformed Decline  

Collapse 



Task: Construct Your Four Futures 

Continued 

Growth 

Disciplined

Constrained

Transformed Decline  

Collapse 



Three Mechanisms of Change
Your scenarios should include: 

1) Trends 
Slow moving changes over time; 
Language should be ‘more’ or ‘less’  

2) Events 
Sources of discontinuity including: 
Scheduled Events 
Plausible Events 
Wildcard Events (Low Probability, High Impact) 

3) Choices 
Reflect our investments in people, partnerships 
and places.  

Experiment with Story Structures 
❑ Multi-paragraph stories 
❑ Bullet points of storyline elements  
❑ Visualizations that communication 

the message 

STEEP Forces of Change 
Each scenario should include elements 
of the STEEP categories of change: 

❑Society (Demographics / Culture)
❑Technology 
❑Economy 
❑Environment 
❑Politics (Legal)

Storytelling Tips
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Draft Name of Continuation Scenario

The Continuation Story 
❑ In 2021… 
❑ In 2023…
❑ In 2024… 
❑ In 2025…  
❑ In 2029…
❑ In 2030… 
❑ In 2035…

Evidence: Signals to Support this Scenario
❑ Signal Title/Link 
❑ Signal Title/Link 

Continuation: Template 



?

Continuation is story based on signals that reflect known knowns 
and extrapolation of generally positive forces. This scenario may be 
viewed as the ‘baseline’ (extrapolation) or ‘official future’ which 
reflect the shared (often unspoken) assumptions of an 
organization.

When you create the Continuation story it should include 
❑Familiar stakeholders and partnerships 
❑Policies, services & value offerings, and customer (citizen) needs
❑How you overcame new twists & turns along the way

The story should include challenges of new social norms and 
market dynamics but inevitably reveal how your organization 
leverages its core capabilities and ‘rides the wave’ of change. 
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Continuation 



Disciplined/Constrained is a story of the future where your 
organization continues to operate in a traditional manner despite 
evidence that the world around you has shifted.  Key organizational 
challenges are maintaining relevance and returning to growth.  

When you create the Disciplined/Constrained story be sure to 
reveal: 
❑Signals that suggest your current services and value offerings are 

less relevant or aligned to market and client needs. 
❑Signals that challenge organizational culture or processes. 

The story might surface how the organization’s inability or refusal 
to change has hit a ‘limits to growth’ phase.  The story’s tone is not 
fatalistic but morale and expectations for growth are muted. You 
will survive but not thrive. 

2008 – 2014 

Disciplined / Constrained
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Draft Name of Disciplined / Constrained Scenario

The Disciplined-Constrained Story 
❑ In 2021… 
❑ In 2022 
❑ In 2023…
❑ In 2024… 
❑ In 2025…  
❑ In 2029…
❑ In 2030… 
❑ In 2035…

Evidence: Signals to Support this Scenario  
❑ Signal Title/Link 
❑ Signal Title/Link 

Disciplined / Constrained: Template 



Transformed is a scenario archetype where the world and 
organization have gone through an era-step change.  Think 
caterpillar to butterfly – or Industrial to Information Economy.  

The story should reveal how the organization (region) became 
something different.  This may be the emergence of a new 
department or team. Or it might be a wholesale reinvention of the 
entire organization culture or value proposition. 

The story tone is not utopian. There should be new problems and 
challenges that appear as expected – or as unintended 
consequences.  Leave some issues unresolved. 

The key story dynamic should show how the organization is 
empowered and feels in control of its future in this new world. 

Transformed 



Draft Name of Transformed Scenario

The Transformed Story 
❑ In 2021… 
❑ In 2022 
❑ In 2023…
❑ In 2024… 
❑ In 2025…  
❑ In 2029…
❑ In 2030… 
❑ In 2035…

Evidence: Signals to Support this Scenario   
❑ Signal Title/Link 
❑ Signal Title/Link 

Transformed: Template 



Decline/Collapse is a scenario archetype where the world has 
changed and your company has not.  

The Collapse Story connects signals that suggest: 
❑ Your imminent demise (e.g. Shut down firm; Merger) 
❑ An End of Growth (A Burning Platform) 
❑ Stagnation is challenging your culture

When you create the Decline/Collapse story be sure to describe 
both external conditions (outside-in changes) and internal 
actions (inside-out changes).  

You might also emphasize inactions or decisions not made.  The 
story may describe innovative efforts that failed and did not 
succeed as you attempted to transform the organization.  

Decline / Collapse



Draft Name of Decline/Collapse Scenario

The Decline-Collapse Story 
❑ In 2021… 
❑ In 2022 
❑ In 2023…
❑ In 2024… 
❑ In 2025…  
❑ In 2029…
❑ In 2030… 
❑ In 2035…

Evidence: Signals to Support this Scenario   
❑ Signal Title/Link 
❑ Signal Title/Link 

Decline Collapse: Template 



When the Four Futures are written, you should engage colleagues in answering 
strategic questions:

❑What signals or trends have you seen that might support the future described in 
each scenario? 

❑What are the internal implications for our partners and teams? 
What might our customers (citizens) do differently to thrive in this future? 

❑Where might the story go from here? Write a few extensions from this future.

❑What indicators or milestones might we monitor that represent a tipping point 
of this future? 

Resource: Team Conversations



Examples: Four Futures 





Scenario Name

Restraining Forces (Pulling You Away) Driving Forces (Pushing Toward Scenario)

- 10                      - 5                                - 1               Force             +1                             +5                                        +10

- 10                      - 5                                - 1              Force            +1                               +5                                        +10

- 10                      - 5                                - 1              Force            +1                               +5                                        +10

- 10                      - 5                                - 1              Force            +1                               +5                                        +10

Force Field Analysis: Push Pull 
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Next Steps 

1+1 with Garry

30 minutes

(Era-based Sheet) 

Draft Four Futures 


